
 P
olicy and legislation drive every market,« said 
Michael Geyer, the international director of 
business development for Abengoa Solar in 
Spain at the conference. »A good policy means 
a good market and achieving goals. Bad policy 

can even hurt the market.« In Spain, for example, con-
sistent legislation in the form of feed-in tariffs since 
1994 has led to the development of more than 60 new 
projects, making Spain the world‘s leader in CSP. Aben-
goa Solar in SanLucar la Mayor in Spain opened the 
world‘s first commercial solar tower plant just last year, 
he added. 

Countries around the world are following Spain’s ex-
ample and are implementing legislation. There are 
many different incentive mechanisms and tariff frame-
works for solar power in each country, depending on 
the political and physical limitations of each country.  
Countries with feed-in tariffs or discussions about the 
tariffs include Algeria, Australia, China, Egypt, France, 
Germany, Greece, Israel, Morocco, Portugal, Spain and 
the US. Many of the feed-in tariffs are the result of cli-
mate change legislation.

In addition to lectures on legislation, the conference 
featured presentations on reducing costs, boosting ef-
ficiency and on the newest advances in CSP technolo-
gy. Presenters also stressed the importance of creating 
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The future:  
widespread use 

of CSP?
Given the potential to improve the technology and reduce  

the cost, Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) is expected to play 

an important role in the future. But in spite of exceeding  

expectations in technological advances, CSP won’t meet its 

potential unless governments in the US and other countries 

implement legislation that would support it over the long 

term, said speakers at the 2008 Biennial Solar Paces Confe-

rence in Las Vegas, Nevada.



a larger-scale energy network that crosses 
state and country borders. This would allow 
producers to take better advantage of solar re-
sources in places like North Africa.

Improving efficiency and reducing costs 
are a top priority for researchers trying to make 
CSP a reality. The major challenge, presenters 
said, is increasing the operating temperature 
of the plants while maintaining efficiency. 

»Many factors affect the CSP electricity 
cost, above all the solar resource, but also costs 
for grid connection and local infrastructure, 
project development costs, the rate of tech-
nology advancements and mass production,« 
explained Geyer.

Feed-in tariffs: main form of  
legislation

Revenues from CSP projects need to be high 
enough to encourage private sector invest-
ment and provide a stable investment climate, 
presenters said. »This can be achieved by feed-
in tariffs, production tax credits, or public ben-
efit charges specific to CSP. These supports will 
be designed to reduce over time as the CSP 

technology becomes competitive in the pow-
er market – after 5,000 MW of CSP has been 
built by 2015,« Geyer pointed out.

Countries with feed-in tariffs are seeing the 
most progress in replacing fossil-fuel based 
power with renewable energy, presenters said. 
Feed-in tariffs require utilities to purchase elec-
tricity from renewable energy producers at 
market or above-market costs (or above the 
cost of using more traditional resources.) Util-
ities spread the additional cost evenly among 
all utility customers. The most effective tariffs 
maintain a guaranteed tariff rate for a long pe-
riod of time – 20 years or so. For example, since 
1990, Germany has developed and politically 
supported feed-in tariffs. They have helped 
Germany maintain its position as the world 
leader in renewable energy. 

Feed-in tariffs also indirectly encourage 
manufacturers to increase design efficiency. 
For example, because utilities in Spain receive 
fixed renewable energy prices through feed-in 
tariffs, they have plants under construction 
that build on the technology of their predeces-
sors. This boosts investors’ confidence. Geyer: 
»The use of long-term power purchase agree-
ments or similar long-term contracts with cred-
it-worthy off-takers, or equity ownership by 
public organisations will build the confidence 
of investors and financial institutions.«

Feed-in tariffs in Europe

In Europe, Directive 2001/77/EC of the Europe-
an Parliament required the European member 
states to implement on a national basis incen-
tives to help introduce renewable power to 
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At the 11 MW PS10 solar power tower plant 
outside of Seville, Spain, there are 624 he-
liostats and the tower is 115 m tall, contai-
ning the receiver and steam turbine. Cur-
rently under construction is the PS20 adja-
cent to the PS10. Photos (2): TREC-UK



the market. The goal is to meet Europe’s commitment to 
the Kyoto Protocol.

Among the various incentives implemented by the 
different member states, the renewable feed-in tariffs 
chosen by Germany and Spain have been the most suc-
cessful in creating additional renewable energy gener-
ation, said Geyer at the conference. »Because of the 
feed-in tariff and the highly motivated market players, 
Spain is at this moment the most attractive market for 

Solar-Thermal Power Plants,« added Winfried Ortmanns, 
head of the department of solar thermal power plants, 
Hamburg Germany.

The Spanish Legal Foundation, which implements 
the law, offers renewable energy operators two options: 
the tariff model and the premium model. Under the tar-
iff model, like other feed-in tariffs, utilities get one fixed 
price for electricity. Under the premium model in Spain, 
producers offer their energy a day ahead, identifying 
hours of production, energy amount, and price. The 
utilities then purchase at that price. »Therefore, a relia-
ble basis for secure grid operation is being set up for the 
next day,« said Michael Wittmann, solar researcher for 

the German Aerospace Center at the Institute of Techni-
cal Thermodynamics in Stuttgart, Germany.

The legislation in Spain says that producers cannot 
mix the CSP plant output with more than 15 % fossil fu-
els, stated Rafael Osuna, solar researcher from Abengoa 
Solar New Technologies in Seville, Spain. 

Algeria’s feed-in tariff allows solar and 
fossil fuel mix

In Algeria, there are no restrictions about mixing CSP 
with fossil fuels. Algeria’s feed-in law is the first of its 
kind outside of Europe. It allows producers to combine 
solar and fossil fuels with the goal of producing a cost-
effective, cleaner overall energy mix. Under the feed-in 
law, the utility offering the CSP gets paid the set amount 
for this kind of mix. »If you add the solar field to the 
combined cycle, which at least achieves an annual pro-
duction of 5 to 10 % solar of the total production, then 
you will be paid for the entire production of the com-
bined cycle,« explained Geyer. 

Algeria would like to export more energy to Europe 
in hopes that its combined gas and solar energy – pro-
duced under existing feed-in tariffs – would become 
the world‘s largest and cleanest supply of energy. »Al-
geria is looking for a close partnership with the Europe-
an Union so that Algerian plants can help deliver the 
green energy needed for Europe to meet its targets,« 
said Geyer. Abengoa in Spain has teamed up with New 
Energy Algeria (NEAL) to build a 150-MW hybrid solar/
gas plant located in Hassi-R’mel. It is now under con-
struction (see S&WE 1/2008, page 28). CSP use is also 
growing in Africa because it boasts high levels of con-
sistent solar radiation in the Sahara Desert – radiation 
that could potentially be used by other countries. De-
velopers are now developing CSP plants in Morocco, 
and plan one in South Africa and one in Egypt.

In a study looking at the European CSP market, au-
thor Nikolaus Benz, development manager at Schott 
Corp., based in Germany stated: »Efficient transmission 
of energy must begin to cross national boundaries in or-
der to open up a new energy network. To achieve this 
we have to shake hands with North Africa and we have 
to tap the unlimited solar resource there.«

Progress in California

The United States is also making legislative headway, 
especially in California. The world’s first parabolic trough 
power plant in California, known as SEGS – built in 1985 
– has been the center for solar thermal research and 
technology to date. The California Public Utilities Com-
mission (CPUC) recently approved its own feed-in tariff, 
effective February 14, available to owners of small facil-
ities. The tariffs provide a 10-, 15- or 20-year fixed-price 
non-negotiable contract to participating small renew-
able energy generators – those with plants that pro-
duce up to 1.5 MW – according to a CPUC press release. 
Any customer may sell to Southern California Edison or 
Pacific Gas & Electric Co., (PG&E), but the feed-in tariffs 
are limited to water and wastewater customers in the 
other four utilities, said the press release. The utilities 
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The Stirling Solar Dish con-
centrates solar energy by the 
use of reflective surfaces and 
uses a Stirling Engine to con-
vert heat into electricity. Stir-

ling Energy Systems (SES) is 
under agreement with 

Southern California Edison 
and Sand Diego Gas and Elec-
tric to construct the first com-

mercial plants using the  
Stirling Dish.

Photo: Stirling Energy Systems

This is a schematic diagram of 
the configuration of the SEGS 

solar trough plant in Califor-
nia with 354 MW installed ca-
pacity in nine different plants. 

The site contains 1,000,000 
mirrors and covers more than 

1,600 acres (6.4 km²)
Graphic: SEGS





pay the market-price referent, a per-kWh price estab-
lished under the state’s Renewable Portfolio Standard 
(RPS), according to information provided by PG&E.

»These feed-in tariffs present a simple mechanism 
for small renewable generators to sell power to a utility 
at predefined terms and conditions, without contract 
negotiations. The CPUC expects that participating facil-
ities will sell their power to utilities and help contribute 
to California’s ambitious greenhouse gas reduction and 
renewable energy goals,« stated a CPUC press release.

The new legislation is aimed at meeting the utilities’ 
RPS. The RPS in California is the boldest of any state in 
the US., said Rachel McMann, the director of regulatory 
affairs for the Center for Energy Efficiency and Renewa-
ble Technologies, based in California. »This RPS is very 
promising. However there needs to be serious invest-
ment in technological development for major energy-
producing plants, which would help move toward an es-
tablished alternative to polluting energy,« she added.

Reducing costs and improving efficiency

CSP technology is developing so quickly that with the 
proper government support, it could be a viable part of 
the world’s energy future, said presenters at the confer-
ence. A 2005 study of the future of CSP market expan-
sion showing market acceleration in just three years is 

now viewed as pessimistic, given how much CSP has 
grown. »In our study, we were blamed as being exces-
sively optimistic and unrealistic and I think today our 
findings are described as pessimistic and not sufficient,« 
pointed out Geyer.

However, solar energy is still more expensive than 
other renewable technologies, such as wind energy, so 
it’s important to reduce costs by boosting efficiency. 
»Even though there are existing RPS requirements in 
most states in which CSP could be a major contributor, 
CSP is not able to penetrate early in the state RPS case 
because wind is generally more cost competitive,« not-
ed Nate Blair, senior energy analyst at the Department 
of Energy’s National Renewable Energy Laboratory in 
Colorado. CSP is expected to become more cost-effec-
tive in 2024 or so because the best wind sites will have 
already been developed. At that point, the cost for solar 
will have dropped, Blaire added.

CSP technology developments

Lower prices will result in part from technology devel-
opment. The basic idea behind CSP is to concentrate 
the sun’s rays on a single point, or receiver, where they 
achieve a much higher collective temperature. The heat 
is stored in a heat transfer fluid (HTF) a material that cir-
culates through absorbers in the receiver and is trans-
ported to heat exchangers. »The superheated steam is 
then fed to a conventional reheat steam turbine/gener-
ator to produce electricity. The spent steam from the 
turbine is condensed in a standard condenser and re-
turned to the heat exchangers via condensation and 
feed-water pumps to be transformed back into steam,« 
explained Cristina Prieto, solar researcher at Abengoa 
Solar New Technologies in Spain. 

The advantages of different dish designs

There are three basic CSP dish designs: Parabolic trough, 
power tower and parabolic dish. Each has its own ad-
vantages and disadvantages. »Parabolic trough tech-
nology is currently the most proven solar thermal elec-
tric technology,« said Prieto. »In this technology, each 
solar collector has a linear parabolic-shaped reflector 
that focuses the sun’s direct beam radiation on a linear 
receiver located at the focus of the parabola.« The 
trough rotates throughout the day, maintaining its po-
sition in relation to the sun. The first operational trough 
collector, known as the SEGS system, has been collect-
ing consistent data for more than 20 years.  The facility 
– which spans more than 1,600 acres, now has over 1 
million mirrors, making it the largest solar plant in the 
world. Today there are also large parabolic trough col-
lector-based plants in Spain, Germany, Australia, and 
Nevada (USA), said Geyer.

Another, newer dish design known as the power  
tower plant uses moveable mirrors, or heliostats, to 
concentrate solar radiation on a single receiver tower. 
»Steam produced in the receiver is sent to the turbine, 
where it expands to produce mechanical work and elec-
tricity,« explained Rafael Osuna, engineer at Abengoa 
Solar New Technologies in Seville, Spain. With just one 
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The Solar Two plant in the 
Mojave Desert just east of 

Barstow, California: There are 
a total of 1926 heliostats with 

a total area of 82,750 m².  
Solar Two uses molten salt as 

an energy storage medium, 
enabling for energy storage, 

and can produce 10 MW.
Photo: Solar Two

One of seven thermal power 
plants currently under con-

struction in Spain. Countries 
around the world are follow-
ing Spain’s example and are 

implementing legislation.
Photo: Solar Millennium AG
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main receiver, the overall design is much simpler and is 
less expensive to maintain. The tower can convert solar 
energy into electricity at a conversion rate of up to 25 %.

The success of the PS10 11 MWe Solar Power Tower 
in Sanlucar la Mayor Spain as the first commercial tow-
er in the world opens the door to many developments 
in the future. For example, under construction adjacent 
to the PS10 is the PS20 20 MWe, which will operate at 
much higher temperatures and therefore produce more 
energy. 

Parabolic dish technology cheaper  
to build

A third type of design – known as the parabolic dish – 
features dish-shaped mirrors that concentrate solar 
power to a receiver located above the dish. The dish is 
coupled with a Stirling Engine by Stirling Energy Sys-
tems (SES), based in Arizona. These dishes are cheaper 
to construct. In addition, they give producers the abili-
ty to generate power from each individual dish. »Each 
of these units consists of a solar concentrator, a cavity 
receiver, a Stirling engine, and a generator. All these 
components are mounted in a two axis-tracking system 
driven by an electric control system in order to face  
the sun in every moment during operation,« explained 
Osuna. »This combination of small individual systems 
and large plants will allow SES to benefit from econo-
mies of scale and automation. It will allow partial com-
missioning of the plant and, thus, power generation 
while still under construction; the ability to continuous-
ly improve the manufacturing, design, and installation 
processes throughout the construction and commis-
sioning phases, and continue expanding the plant to 
meet future power demands,« said Charles Andraka, so-
lar researcher from Sandia National Laboratories in New 
Mexico. Stirling engines also boast the highest solar-to-
electric conversion rate, he said. »The SES system at  
Sandia National Laboratories recently set a world record 
for system solar-to-electric net conversion efficiency at 
31.25 %,« emphasised Andraka.

However, the all-in-one system isn’t as durable as 
other systems. »The dish must be stiff enough to main-
tain the facet pointing array regardless of elevation an-
gle (gravity loading) and wind loading. Thus, the stiff-
ness of the dish structure and the resulting deflection 
are design constraints on the cost reduction efforts,« 
added Andraka. Several large projects for parabolic 
dishes with Stirling engine technology are now being 
developed. SES has announced plans for two large Stir-
ling plants in California, one that will be 500 to 850 MW 
and a second that will be 300 to 900 MW, he said. 

In all three dish designs, solar radiation is reflected 
onto a receiver, which is comprised of two concentric 
tubes. The systems use a heat transfer fluid that allows 
for heat to be stored, This opens up the possibility of 
24-hour operation, even when the sun is down or when 
skies are overcast. 

Molten salt storage being tested

»It’s possible to generate power at nominal capacity for 
15 hours without sun by using molten salt storage, cou-
pled with higher temperatures,« stated Jose Olaso, 
project manager at SENER Engineering in Spain. SENER 
is helping develop the Solar Tres project, the first mol-
ten salt central receiver demonstration plant to be build 
under commercial conditions, located in Fuente de An-
dalucia, Spain. It will include a 15-hour molten-salt stor-
age system and a high-temperature, high efficiency 
thermal cycle, according to documents provided at the 
conference. The plant will generate power at a 74 % uti-
lisation factor. The first phase of testing is expected to 
be completed in April.

Increasing temperature means  
increasing efficiency

Increasing the operating temperature of CSP plants can 
significantly boost efficiency, presenters said at the con-
ference. »Increasing the operating temperature of par-
abolic trough solar fields can increase the overall solar-
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Ausra‘s concentrated solar 
power plant, located in the 

Australian state of New South 
Wales, uses a field of flat  

mirrors to focus sunlight,  
generating high-pressure 

steam that drives conventio-
nal turbine generators. 

Photos (2): Ausra



to-electricity efficiency and reduce the cost of electrici-
ty from parabolic trough power plants,« said Cheryl 
Kennedy, senior scientist at the National Renewable En-
ergy Laboratory. However, increasing operating tem-
peratures and energy production has its limitations.  
Researchers are trying to strike the right balance be-
tween high efficiency, low pressure drop, high durabil-
ity and low cost, said Lars Amsbeck, solar researcher at 
the Institute of Technical Thermodynamics at the Ger-
man Aerospace Center in Stuttgart, Germany. Improv-
ing the energy output requires improving energy effi-
ciency at every stage of the process.  Researchers are  
also looking for the best materials for absorbing, retain-
ing and transmitting heat, said Amsbeck.

The systems now use three main heat transfer fluids: 
oil, molten salt and water/steam. »Selection of the  
solar field heat transfer fluid is a key decision in the  
design of a solar thermal power plant,« pointed out  
Miguel Montes, thermal engineer at the Research Cent-
er for Energy, Environment, and Technology (CIEMAT) in 
Madrid, Spain. The ideal heat transfer fluids provide for 
a high thermal capacity, low viscosity, low melting 
point, and minimal corrosion of the system, added Rob-
ert Bradshaw, material chemist at Sandia National Lab-
oratories in California.

Ongoing research projects aim to discover more  
effective heat transfer fluids. »Very large quantities  
(millions of kilograms) of HTF are required for energy 
storage for large power plants and entail high capital 
investment costs, so minimising that cost while maxim-

ising the HTF performance is paramount,« explained 
Bradshaw. Bradshaw and his team are currently re-
searching improved molten salt formulations.

Future prospects

Given the potential to improve the technology and re-
duce the cost, CSP is expected to play an important role 
in the future. »How far can solar thermal electricity go? 
There is a lot of discussion about that because we know 
it is the biggest resource, but is it the biggest energy 
source in practical terms?« said David.R. Mills, chairman 
of Ausra Inc. in California. Geyer says it can go far. »Glo-
bally, there’s sufficient and consistent solar radiation 
along what is known as the solar belt to meet a signifi-
cant percentage of future global electricity demand. 
Worldwide, the exploitation of less than 1 % of the total 
solar thermal potential would be enough to stabilise 
the world climate through massive CO2 reductions,« he 
added. If governments can commit to supporting CSP 
development with legislation, and if states and coun-
tries can work together, CSP can someday become a 
cost-competitive alternative to fossil fuels.

»Coordination with participating neighboring coun-
tries, states or regions with preferential tariff schemes 
will allow CSP-based electricity imports from high solar 
radiation areas and therefore lower electricity costs,« 
said Geyer. Y
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The Australien plant by Ausra 
Inc. California is currently in 
testing phase and generates 
11 MWel.
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